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THE IMPORTANCE OF COUTURE
As an upholstery specialized brand, Domkapa holds a
tremendous passion for detailed stitching, presenting several
similarities to the haute-couture philosophy focused on the
value of a “made by hand”.
The usage of techniques such as manual cuts, hand sewing –
plain seam, stitches seam, double stitched seam, slot seam,
corded seam, piped seam – artisanal couture techniques seams, darts, tucks, pleats hand – are uniqueness providers,
making the sewing machine only a support compared to the
mostly manual work.
Brand’s philosophy is adding value to each item, making it
one-of-a-kind.

DESIGN MEETS COMFORT
How does this happen? Everything starts indoors. Domkapa’s
design team works side to side with the production, and this
organic synergy allows the creation of innovative designs.
Domkapa’s pieces are re-interpretations of classics, always
respecting the design principles of proportion, balance, color,
shape, and texture; nevertheless, without losing the brand’s
identity.
It’s getting harder to find comfortable and unique design
pieces in the market. The art of Design is usually seen as
something artistic but uncomfortable and with a lack of
ergonomics.
Domkapa challenges its team to create the perfect daily
meeting between Design and Comfort in each piece of the
brand’s collections - from the foams to the woods and metals,
everything is meticulously thought out to provide comfort and
design to the client.
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CAPITAL COLLECTION
Capital is a collection that as the name implies presents us
an exclusive upholstery items selection that has as main
inspiration bold design elements. Key pieces with daring
details and materials' combinations.

An Avant-Garde, Modern, Magnetic and Stimulating
style expressed by an Idyllic Design Language.

ELEMENTAL COLLECTION
Elemental is a collection that was thought to be the perfect match
between simplicity and art. Singular design pieces that want to
show the potential of combining the right materials and shapes fundamental pieces to complement exclusive projects.

A “Less is More” expression of what an essential, fine lines
design can do to provide a fundamental unique interior.
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PEARL ARMCHAIR
Pearl Armchair holds an idyllic language. A peculiar piece inspired
on the Athenese history and architecture that elegantly
complements an interiors' project..

STELLA SOFA
Lima Sofa inspires itself on the Peru's Capital. A city where Nature's
the predominant element and where valleys and hills prevail. The
item details allows it to be the perfect statement piece for an
exclusive interiors project.

KATY CHAIR
Katy chair, the modern side of a classic.
Inspired on the feminin and classic side of the Parisian lifestyle,
reinterpretate a contemporary vision of a classic design. The
handmade couture-technique Capitonê adds elegance and
opulence to this amazing piece.
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CAMILLE CHAIR
Camille chair is a stimullating design piece.
An elegant combination of wood, metal and velvet inspired on the
Corean architecture's shapes and balance. A special hand-couture
work adds value to the item making it a one-of-a-kind.

SUNSET FOLDING SCREEN
Sunset Folding Screen is an avant-garde design. An improbable
piece that combines metal and fabric showing its singularity in
each detail.
Perfect for a high-end exclusive interior design project.

ELBA ARMCHAIR
Elba Armchair honours a vibrant and modern city full of colour
and busy life, designed to conceive an elegant and modern
environment.
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FROM FASHION TO UPHOLSTERY
The use of haute couture decorative skills is normally associated
with fashion, but on a disruptive way, Domkapa decided to apply
them on its upholstery items, making each piece a one-of-a-kind.

COMBINING MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES
These couture techniques are combined with other techniques,
such as metal and woodwork developed by specialized artisans
with more than 30 years of experience.
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CONTACT OUR PRESS TEAM
press@domkapa.pt
+ 351 22 415 1297

Rebordosa, Portugal
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